THE HOUR OF THE BLUE FOX
by Hugh McDonald

PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY called THE HOUR OF THE BLUE FOX a "long, walloping good espionage thriller".

What PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY didn't know is that the book "is 75% true and 25% fictionalized to protect the interests that must be protected". Based on an 86 page intelligence report to the U.S. Government, Hugh McDonald was warned by sources in the intelligence community that to publish the book as fact would be "very dangerous".

The fact that the Russian Agency TASS requested an advance copy (see attached memo from Gennady Shishkin) lends credence to its importance as a document of current espionage efforts in the Chemical-Biological Warfare field, with special focus on the Russian experimental germ warfare facility in the Aral Sea. THE HOUR OF THE BLUE FOX is the story of a human "guinea pig" who managed to escape the island of Vozrozdenya and tell his story before dying.

Hugh McDonald is an ex-FBI man, former CIA contractor, inventor of the Identikit now used globally by police, and head of Los Angeles County's 600-man detective squad. He is under 24-hour bodyguard protection. McDonald authored the controversial APPOINTMENT IN DALLAS in which he claims to have tracked down and made contact with the man hired to assassinate JFK, using the BLUE FOX intelligence network.
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